
 

 

Hofheim, April 23, 2013 
 
 

Heidelberg Germany, Sales Area “South” is 
installing its 4.444th POLAR high-speed cutter  
Bugl Druck in Essenbach in Lower Bavaria (Germany) recently started 
employing the 4,444th high-speed cutter sold by Heidelberg Germany's 
sales area "South". 

By changing from printing format 50×70 to 3b (72×102), Bugl Druck also 
invested in a new L-R-115-T cutting system. Since he found working with 
POLAR machines very satisfactory managing director Stephan Bugl decided to 
invest again in a POLAR. The sturdy construction and networking capability of 
the N115 PRO high-speed cutter also impressed him.  

High-speed cutter POLAR N 115 PRO is the programmable top-of-the-range 
model featuring a 22" touch screen for sophisticated cutting jobs. The 
excellent machine efficiency is obtained by practice-orientated operation, 
job-specific programmable parameters, as well as distortion correction 
features.  POLAR's specific Direct Positioning System safeguards maximum 
accuracy. The hydraulic clutch and the OptiKnife knife changing system 
minimize the maintenance work. This is the basis for maximum investment 
security. 

In prepress the sheet layout is designed in jdf format. Bugl Druck transfers it 
to Compucut® where the cutting programs are generated. Compucut® works 
independent from the high-speed cutter which allows to continue the 
production.  In this way, the programming time at the high-speed cutter can 
be reduced to almost zero while the machine efficiency is increased. This 
offers the advantage that cutting programs are automatically optimized by 
adding the required comments and additional functions.   

In order to record the production data Stephan Bugl equipped his automatic 
RA-4 jogger with a counting scale. The scale is integrated into the network 
and sends the required quantity of sheets per ream to its MIS system.  

Thanks to all these components and features Bugl Druck saves about 2 hours 
per day. "Optimizing our cutting processes gave us more time to provide 
better customer support", comments Stephan Bugl.  

 

 

About Bugl Druck 

Bugl Druck was founded as a one-man print shop in 1997. Today, the business 
has 19 employees producing mostly labels, brochures, business cards, 
stationery and business material in one-shift operation. The offset printing 
business has a modern management. Technically up to date, it meets the 
customer's high demands at a fair price. This technology guarantees flexibility 

Cutting system L-R-115-T at Bugl Druck 



 

 

and short terms of delivery, two factors which are increasingly demanded 
when times are hectic. 

 

Contact:  
Bugl Druck  
Stephan Bugl  
Ahrainer Strasse 12 b 
D-84051 Essenbach  
+49 87 03 - 9 17 57 
www.bugl-druck.de 

 

 

 

Information on POLAR  

An independent family business, POLAR develops efficient solutions in the 
post-press branch and positions itself as a global, forward-looking technology 
company. The range of products includes components and systems for 
networking and automating various processes from loading, via jogging, 
cutting and die-cutting right through to unloading and banding. We have 
been producing cutting machines that are perfect for Print-on-Demand 
markets working with formats up to 46 x 64 cm under the MOHR brand since 
2012. Another member of the POLAR Mohr group is Dienst 
Verpackungstechnik GmbH, a business producing components and systems for 
the automatic packaging of goods, primarily in the food industry. 

 

 


